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Abstract
We consider two different types of deformations for the linear group GL(n) which
correspond to using of a general diagonal R-matrix. Relations between braided and
quantum deformed algebras and their coactions on a quantum plane are discussed. We
show that tensor-grading-preserving differential calculi can be constructed on braided
groups , quantum groups and quantum planes for the case of the diagonal R-matrix.
Deformations of the linear group GL(n), vector spaces and commutative algebras are
intensively discussed in the theory of quantum groups [1-4]. More simple (G, f)-graded
deformations of Lie algebras are well known [5,6] and recently their R-matrix generalizations
(braided algebras) have been considered [7,8].
We shall discuss the simplest multiparametric deformations of the commutative algebra
and linear group generating by a diagonal RD-matrix [9]. The general diagonal unitary
R-matrix has the following form:
(RD)
ij
km = q(ji)δ
i
kδ
j
m (1)
where q(ji) are complex deformation parameters
q(ji) = 1/q(ij) , q(ii) = 1 (2)
This R-matrix is a partial case X = 1 of the multiparametric nondiagonal R-matrix [10].
Let us define a quantum plane [2] as the formal-series algebra with generators xi (i =
1, 2 . . . n)
xi xj = (RD)
ji
km x
k xm = q(ij)xj xi (3)
One can treat the deformed groups as different cotransformations on the quantum plane.
We shall study two types of GL(n) deformations using RD-matrix (1): braided group
DGL(n) and quantum group GLD(n). Symbol D in our notations corresponds to the diag-
onal structure of RD-matrix.
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One can use the natural tensor ID-grading on the quantum plane and corresponding
differential calculus. Here ID is a commutative semigroup, which can be defined as the set
of covariant and contravariant multiindices with the multiplication rule ∗
I
(
p
r
)
=
(
i1 . . . ip
k1 . . . kr
)
, I
(
p
r
)
∗ I
(
s
t
)
= I
(
p+ s
r + t
)
(4)
The order of upper or low indices is unessential for the tensor grading so we can use
some type of symmetrization of indices, for instance, D-symmetrization. Note, that we must
distinguish the multiindices with equal number indices of different sort , e.g. (123) 6= (345).
Nevertheless one can consider the equivalence relation E in the set ID:the multiindices
are equivalent if they have some identical subset of indices and also an arbitrary
number of upper and low indices coinciding in pairs , for example
( 12
34
)∼( 121
341
)∼( 1235
3435
)∼( 12357
34357
) (5)
Let us denote I˜D = ID/E the corresponding factorset which has also a multiplication
rule for classes of multiindices . Consider the generators dxi, ∂i of the special differential
calculus preserving I˜D-grading [9]
dxi xk = [ik] xk dxi
dxi dxk = −[ik] dxk dxi
∂i x
k = δki + [ki] x
k ∂i (6)
∂i ∂k = [ik]∂k ∂i
∂k dx
i = [ik]dxi ∂k
Here the notation [ik] = q(ik) is used.
Let us introduce the following notations for I˜D-graded algebras: MD(n) = MD(x) is
the algebra with generators xi, ΛD(n) is the external algebra with generators x
i, dxi and
D1(MD) is a tangent vector space of first-order differential operators on MD(n). D1(MD)
can be treated as the infinite-dimensional Lie D-algebra with the generalized D-commutator
of basic elements [9]
D
I(p)
k = x
I(p) ∂k = x
i1 · · ·xip∂k (7)
Consider a simple braided D-deformations of the linear groupDGL(n) and corresponding
Lie algebra dgl(n) [5,6,9]. DGL(n) is an unital algebra with noncommuting generators Lik
LikL
j
m = [ij][jk][km][mi]L
j
mL
i
k = [
i|j
k|m ]L
j
m L
i
k (8)
where a special notation for the commutation factor is used. MD(n) and DGL(n) are
examples of D-commutative algebras. A structure of Hopf D-algebra onDGL(n) is consistent
with I˜D-grading
∆(Lik) = L
i
j ⊗q L
j
k = [ij][jk][ki]L
j
k ⊗q L
i
kj
s(Lik) = (L
−1)ik , ε(L
i
k) = δ
i
k (9)
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where a special D-symmetrical tensor product is used [9]. We can choose the exponential
parametrization for the braided matrices
Lik = (expλ)
i
k = δ
i
k + λ
i
k + . . . (10)
λik = λ
j
m(M
m
j )
i
k , (M
m
j )
i
k = δ
i
jδ
m
k (11)
Here Mmj are generators of the fundamental representation of dgl(n) and λ
j
m(M
m
j ) is an
element of the corresponding noncommutative envelope [9]. Note , that the matrix elements
of dgl(n)-generators are not deformed.
Cotransformation of DGL(n) on the quantum plane MD(n) conserves I˜D-grading
x′i = Lik ⊗q x
k = [ik]xk ⊗q L
i
k (12)
dx′i = Lik ⊗q dx
k (13)
∂′i = ∂k ⊗q (L
−1)ki (14)
It is convenient to use the equivalence relations for the grading of matrices
Lik ∼ (L
2)ik ∼ (L
−1)ik ∼ (lnL)
i
k (15)
One can impose an additional restriction on the deformation parameters [ik] = q(ik) ,
which results in disappearance of deformations for dgl(n)
[ik][kj] = [ij] =⇒ [ i|jk|m ] = 1 (16)
Note , that dgl(2) ≃ gl(2) without any additional restriction. Using the Eq(16) one can
define the coaction of commutative matrices Lik on the noncommutative space MD(n)
Lik L
j
m = L
j
m L
i
k
Lik ⊗q x
l = [il][lk]xl ⊗q L
i
k (17)
Now we shall consider a quantum deformationGLD(n) of the linear group for the diagonal
R-matrix (1). F (GLD(n)) is a Hopf algebra with generators a
i
k
RDA1A2 = A2A1RD =⇒ a
i
k a
j
m = [ij][km]a
j
m a
i
k (18)
Stress , that multiplication and comultiplication in F (GLD(n)) conserve some tensor
grading , but an antipode map change tensor grading
s(aik) = (a
−1)ik
(a−1)ik (a
−1)jm = [ji][km](a
−1)jm (a
−1)ik (19)
aik (a
−1)jm = [mi][kj](a
−1)jm a
i
k
The I˜D-differential calculus on MD(n) (6) is covariant with respect to the coaction of the
quantum group GLD(n)
x′i = aik ⊗ x
k , dx′i = aik ⊗ dx
k
∂′i = ∂k ⊗ (a
−1)ki = (a
−1)ki ⊗ ∂k (20)
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where the symmetrical tensor product is used.
Stress , that different deformations of the linear group are closely connected as different
cotransformations of the quantum plane . Let us discuss the manifestations of this connection
and examples of the combined using of GLD(n) and DGL(n) structures :
A) Consider a differential calculus on the quantum group GLD(n)
daik a
j
m = [ij][mk]a
j
m da
i
k
daik da
j
m = −[ij][mk]da
j
m da
i
k (21)
daik (a
−1)jm = [mi][kj](a
−1)jm da
i
k
Right-invariant differential forms ρik on GLD(n) [3] can be treated as 1-forms with dgl(n)-
structure
ρik = da
i
l(a
−1)lk
ρik ρ
j
m = −
[
i|j
k|m
]
ρjm ρ
i
k (22)
B) DGL(n)-matrices generate ”left orbit” on the quantum GLD(n)-matrices
aik → a˜
i
k = L
i
j a
j
k
Lil a
r
s = [ir][rl]a
r
s L
i
l
a˜ik a˜
j
m = [ij][mk]a˜
j
m a˜
i
k (23)
a˜ik a
j
m = [ij][mk]a
j
m a˜
i
k
Lik = a˜
i
j (a
−1)jk
Note , that DGL(n)-matrices can be constructed in terms of quantum matrices.
C) Quantum GLD-matrices can define ”two-sided quantum orbit” on DGL(n)
Lik ← a
i
j L
j
m (a
−1)mk (24)
where the elements aij, (a
−1)mk commute with L
i
m. This construction was used in Ref[11] for
deformation of gauge fields .
Deformations of the special linear group SL(n) for the diagonal RD-matrix can be ob-
tained by a factorization of quantum GL(n)-matrices [12,13]
aik = aˆ
i
k(Dq)
1/n (25)
where Dq is the quantum determinant and aˆ
i
k are generators of SLD(n)-group . Note , that a
quantum deformation vanishes for SLD(2) group , however we have nontrivial one-parametric
deformation for the case of SLD(3) quantum group.
Let q(12), q(23), q(31) are independent deformation parameters of GLD(3) (18). Consider
a quantum determinant of GLD(3)-matrix a
i
k
Dq = a
1
1a
2
2a
3
3 + [21][31]a
1
2a
2
3a
3
1 + [31][32]a
1
3a
2
1a
3
2−
[21]a12a
2
1a
3
3 − [32]a
1
1a
2
3a
3
2 − [21][31][32]a
1
3a
2
2a
3
1 (26)
The quantum determinant is not central element in GLD(3). Eq(25) determines elements
of the SLD(n)-matrix aˆ
i
k which satisfy the commutation relations (18) with the following
deformation parameter
qˆ(12) = qˆ(23) = qˆ(31) = ([12][23][31])1/3 (27)
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